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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we consider the linear algebraic analogs of certain classes of 
combinatorial identities connected with the problem of enumeration under group 
actions. The relationship between symmetry operators of Kranz products 
with abelian characters and their underlying subgroups is explored. Some 
applications to combinatorics are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider a class of operators defined on tensor product 
spaces and closely related to the idempotents used in the construction 
of the tensor representations of the full linear group [5]. These operators 
are essentially weighted group averages of permutation representations of 
finite groups, and, as such, their properties can be related to the problem 
of extracting information from the orbits of a finite group acting on a 
finite set. For example, the relationship between the coordinates of vectors 
in the range of these operators expressed in terms of the different basis 
vectors for the tensor space provides a means for extracting certain simple 
types of probabilistic information about the orbits of a group acting on a 
set of functions [ 121. If one considers the trace of different matrix represen- 
tations of the operators then one obtains identities related to Burnside’s 
Lemma (with a group character or other class function included) and 
Polya’s Theorem [2]. In this paper we discuss the structure of these 
operators when the underlying group is a Kranz product [2]. We give 
some examples of the use of characters of degree one in connection with 
* This research was supported in part by N. S. F. Grant GP5094. 
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certain combinatorial structures both here and in [12]. The operators 
studied here extend naturally to representations of higher degree although 
little seems to be known about the properties of these extensions. Of 
interest would be information about the structure of bases for the range 
space and, in particular, the nature of the eigenvectors. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF THEOREMS 
For any finite set S we denote the number of elements in S by / S/. 
If R, D are finite sets and / R 1 = r, j D 1 = d, we denote by RD the rd 
functions with domain D and range R. If G acts as a group of permutations 
of D, then we write G : D (G acts on D). If G : D, then G : RD in that if 
y E RD; gy(i) = y( g-‘(i)), i E D. The map y + gy defines the action of G 
on RD induced by the action of G on D. In this paper the above will be the 
standard way of extending the action of G from D to RD. Let A and B be 
finite sets, j A 1 = a, / B / = b, and linearly order A and B (in some 
arbitrary manner). Without loss of generality in the considerations of 
this paper we may identify the ordered sets A and B with the ordered sets 
Z, and Zb where Z, = {I,..., n}. We also identify RAxB with (RB)* in the 
natural manner. That is, if y E RAxB, a E A, then ~(a, *) E RB where y(a, .) 
is the function in RR obtained by fixing a and varying the second variable 
over the set B. We sometimes write y E RAXB as (~(1, e), ~(2, .),..., ~(a, v)). 
Since A and B are ordered we may order A x B lexicographically (i.e., 
A x B = ((1, I>, (1, %.., (1, b), (2, lb.., (2, b),..., (a, l),..., (~3 bX9. 
Let K be any permutation group acting on RD. Let V be a vector space 
over a field F of characteristic zero with dim V = 1 R 1, and let U = 0” V 
be the d-th tensor product of V. Without loss of generality we order D 
and assume in fact that D = Zd . Let e, ,..., e? be a basis for V. For 
y E RD let e, = e,(,) @ .*. @ q(d) . The set of tensors E = {e., : y E RD} 
forms a basis for the space U [7]. Let K be any group acting on RD. For 
any CT E K define P(IJ) e, = e,, . Relative to the basis E, P(o) is a permuta- 
tion operator acting on U and P is a representation of K. Let w : K + F 
be a non-zero homomorphism of K, (i.e., a character of degree one). 
Define a symmetry operator TK on U as follows: 
TK = j+ zK d'=> p((J). 
One may easily verify that TK is idempotent. If for example K = S(D), 
the full symmetric group on D, and W(U) = E(U) (the alternating character) 
then TK is the antisymmetric operator [7]. If K = S(D) and h is the identity 
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(A = l), then K is the fully symmetric opeartor [5, 6, 7, 91. If G : D then 
G : RD as described above, and TG is the standard symmetry operator 
[6, 1 I]. If HI : R and H, : D then K = (H,; Hz) is the set of ordered 
pairs (/zl , h,), h, E HI , h, E Hz which act on y E RD by (h, , h,) y(i) = 
hr~(h;‘(i)), i = l,..., d. If h, x are characters of degree one of HI and H, , 
respectively, then w is a character of K of degree one, where w(h, . h,) = 
h(h3 x(&). In this case TK is the symmetry operator associated with the 
group (HI , H,) [I 11. As a final example (not to be discussed further in 
this paper) let G : D and H : R. We may define G @ Ha to be the set of all 
pairs (g, (h, ,..., 1~~)) where g E G and hi E H, i = I,..., d. For y E RD 
define (g, (h, ,..., hd)) y(i) = hiy( g-l(i)), i = I,..., d. If K = G @ Ha, 
then TK is the symmetry operator associated with the group G @ Hd. 
Let K : RD as above. Let W : RD *F be constant on the orbits of 
K : RD. W will be called a weight function for K : RD or simply a weight 
function [2, 3, 4, Ill. If there exists a function w : R -+ F such that for all 
YERD 
W(Y) = fi WW), 
i=l 
then W will be called a basic weight function. 
Let U, be the space spanned by all tensors {e,, : W(y) = LX}. Since W is a 
function U = OasF U, expresses U as a (finite) direct sum of the Ua’s- 
Since W is constant on orbits of K : RD, each U, is an invariant subspace 
for the family of operators {P(u) : c E K} and hence for the operator 
TK [7, 111. Let P,(u) and TKa denote the restrictions of P(o) and TK to the 
subspace U, . 
DEFINITION 1. A weighted permutation operator P&u) is an operator 
of the form 
Pw(4 = 0 aP,(u) 
WZF 
(3) 
and a weighted symmetry operator TKw is an operator of the form ([Ill) 
TKw = @ aTKa. (4) 
CEF 
By considering the matrix representation of P,(u) relative to the basis E 
defined above one sees that the trace tr P,(u) = CF’ W(y), where Cy W(y) 
denotes the sum over all y such that uy = y [I I]. 
If d, or simply d denotes a system of distinct representatives for 
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K : RD and if w : K -+ F is a character of degree one of K then we let 
JKU or simply JK or d denote all y E d siich that ([6]) 
Here K, is the stabilizer subgroup of K for y E RD (i.e., all u E K, ay = r). 
We define trKy w = CoeKy W(U). Note that trK, w # 0 if and only if 
K,, C ker w (ker w denotes the kernel of the character w [7]). 
Our first theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1 in [l l] a special case 
of which (F = a, W = 1, K = ({e}, H)) appears in [6]. 
THEOREM 1. We have that 
Furthermore, the set of vectors E * = {TK(e,) : y E 2, W(y) # 0}, where 
J = a,w is defined as above, forms a basis of eigenvectors for the weighted 
symmetry class, range TKw, with corresponding eigenvalues W(y) [7, 111. 
COROLLARY 1. The identity 
tr TKw = h zK ~(0) tr p&o) 
(7) 
(recall the meaning which is defined after (4)). 
If we take K = (H; G) (recall the definition of (HI , HJ after (1) above) 
and w = 1 then we obtain the identity 
(the latter sum being over all y such that (T; u) y = ~yu-l = y). Identity 
(8) is due to de Bruijn [2, 31 and is discussed from the point of view of 
symmetry operators by the author in [I I]. 
We now define the cycle index polynomial of a group G with character x. 
Suppose that G : D and hence G : RD in the manner explained above. For 
any permutation u acting on D let kiO denote the number of cycles of 
length i in the disjoint cycle decomposition of u (the n-tuple (klO,..., k,O) 
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is called the “type” of 0). Let P&x, ,..., xd) denote a polynomial in d 
variables over F defined by 
Such polynomials arise naturally in the study of the unitary similarity 
of symmetry operators [l]. In the case x = 1, (9) becomes the standard 
cycle index polynomial [2]. 
Suppose that W is a basic weight function for G : RD arising from the 
weight function w  : R -+ F (see (2) above). It is easy to see that W is 
constant on the orbits of G : RD. Also it is clear that y E RD is fixed by 
u E G if and only if y is constant on the cycles of u (more properly on the 
orbits in D of the cyclic group generated by u). If {Dl ,..., 03 is a partition 
of the set D, then the sum of W(y) over all y constant on the sets Di , 
i = l,..., k, is given by 
fj (c WDil). 
TER 
(10) 
This fact may be proved by interchanging the order of product and 
summation in (10). If we take for the partition {Dl ,..., 03 the partition 
arising from the disjoint cycle decomposition of (T then (10) becomes 
and thus 
(11) 
Identities (6) and (7) now become 
and 
(13) 
In the case x = 1, d = d and (13) becomes the identity of Pblya [2,8]. 
We now consider an operator theoretic generalization of Polya’s 
theorem on the cycle index of the Kranz product of two permutation 
groups. 
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Let G : A, HI : B, H, : R. Let H = (HI, Hz) : RB in that if 01 E RB 
then (h, , h,) a(b) = h+~(h;~(b)). Consider the Kranz (or “wreath”) 
product 
@HI = {k, d : g E G, P 6 fW. (14) 
Recall that (h, #)(g, 9,) = (hg, ($J 0 g)q), that (e, i) is the identity in G[H] 
(e the identity in G and i the identity in HA), and that (g, q?)-l = 
(g-l, y-l 0 g-l). Given y E RAXB we regard y as being in (RB)A and define 
m4, -1 = YWG), .> f or i E A. If y E HA then since y(g-l(i), .) E RB, the 
map dg-W>> Ag-W -1 is well defined. Thus for (g, y) E G[H] we define 
(g, Y) A~, 6) = dg-‘(4) Ag-‘(4, b). Note that (k #>k d Y = 
(k, (#d~)y for all Y E RAXB, and hence gy(i, .) = y(g-l(i), *) defines the 
action G[H] : RAXB. Note that if Hz = {e} then this is the standard 
action of G(H] as a permutation group on RAXB (as used in combinatorics 
PI). 
Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let W : RB + F be constant on 
orbits of H. Define $ : RAXB + F by 
Q(Y) = n ma -1) (15) 
ClEA 
Thus, as a map from (RB)A into F, Sz is a basic weight function in the sense 
defined above (2). Note that 1;2 is constant on orbits of G[Hj acting on 
RAXB. For if IX, y E RAXB and (g, q)y = 01, (g, v) E G[H] then 
dg-‘(4 YW(4 4 = 4G 4 for all (a, 6) 
in A x B. Note that W(y(u, *)) = W(cp(u) r(u) ~(a, *)) since W is constant 
on orbits of H : RB and y(u) E H. Thus, &‘(a) = nIocA W(o((u, -)) = 
naeA w(dg-l(u))ykl(u)~ ‘)> = &EA W(d”)h *I> = naeA w(y, ‘1) = 
Q(Y). 
Let X:H+Fand x:G + F be characters of degree 1. For v E HA 
define 47~) = naoA X&4> and for (g, y) E G[H], define w(g, v) = 
x(g) x(v). Note that x and x are characters of degree 1 of the groups HA 
and G[H], respectively. 
Recall that we have assumed that A = {l,..., a}, a = / A 1, and 
B = {I,..., b}, b = 1 B j. Again let V be a vector space over the field F 
and assume that dim I’ = / R I. Define the symmetry operator 
(16) 
$32a/I1/2-2 
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By Theorem 1 (with the trivial weight function) we have that the vectors 
{e, : y E aHh} form a basis for the space range TH = V,/. Since 
(JHA)A C (RB)A we may regard the restriction of 0, 
i-2 : (&A)A + F, (17) 
as a basic weight function arising from the weight function W : iiHn -+ F. 
Applying definition (1) with V replaced by VHA we define the symmetry 
operator 
TG = & zG x(g) f’(g), 
(18) 
Using Definition (1) and the weight function (17) let TG* denote the 
corresponding weighted symmetry operator. 
We consider now the tensor space 0” [Qb V]. A basis for this space is 
given by 
{e,,cl,.) @ **a @ evta,.) : y E RAXB} where e,(,,.) = e,,(j,l) @ **a @ e,(j,b) . 
Also, the vectors {e,, : y E RAXB} where 
form a basis for the space gab V. The map e,, -+ e,,(,,.) 0 ... @ evta,.) 
defines what we shall call the natural isomorphism between Oab V and 
0” [Ob V]. With this isomorphism we shall regard these spaces as the 
same space Y. 
With w, G : A and H : RB define 
TGIH1 = 1 G[H]I --L- c 4g, VI m, d- (19) 
TctH) :wb V -+ gab V. Recall that P(g, y)e, = e(s.q),,. Here (g, v)y(i,j) = 
dg-‘(9 Ag-Wj). 
Using Definition (1) and the weight function (15) let TgLH, be the corre- 
sponding weighted symmetry operator. Strictly speaking the functions “LP 
m TgcHl and TCR have different domains and hence are different functions. 
This should cause no confusion in what follows. 
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Consider the operator 0” TH which maps 0” Ob V + 0” VHA. Note 
that THA : Y--j. Y and 0” T, : Y---f Y are identical since y E RAXB: 
T&9 = TH4e,cl,.) 0 -.* 0 e,w) 
The following theorem is an extension of Polya’s theorem on the cycle 
index polynomials of Kranz products: 
THEOREM 2. The weighted symmetry operators T&,] and TCRTJI~ are 
identical as operators on Y. Thus 
T&, = TCRT,~ . (20) 
Notice that TcQ is defined on the range @’ V,l of the operator 0” TH = 
T HA . THY is idempotent and thus acts as the identity on 0” VrrA. Thus, 
we have 
tr T&J = tr TGn. (21) 
Recall that Sz is a basic weight function arising from the weight function 
W:ii$ -+ F (see (17)). By identity (12) we have 
tr rGR = PGx 
ix WY>YY & w4j. (22) Yqq 
By Theorem 1, for each i the terms W”(r), y E aH , are the eigenvalues of 
Tg’. Thus we have, using (22), 
tr T&J = PGx(tr THw, tr T,“” ,..., tr T,““). (23) 
Finally, note that if W is a basic weight function arising from w (see (2)) 
then for each i, Wi is a basic weight function arising from wi. If in H = 
(HI; HZ) we have H, = (e> then by (12) we have 
tr TWi = PHA H (1 
d(r), C b+(r),..., 
TER TER 
2 wbi(r)). (24) 
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In this case Sz : RAXB + F is also a basic weight function arising from w 
(using (15) note that 
w4 = r-I I-I WW, 8). 
@A bGB 
Thus, 
tr ZLI = GIH1 (C W(rh C WV),..., C wab(r)). 
TER TER TER 
Using (23) and (24) we obtain 
f%H1 CC TER 
w(r),..., 2 wQb(r)) 
= PGx (PHA (2 w(r),..., 2 wb(l)),..., Pd (2 w%-),..., 2 wabW)) 
In the case w = x = X = 1 identity (25) is a well-known theorem of 
Polya [2, 81. Any of the identities (20)-(25) may thus be regarded as a 
generalization of this theorem P6lya. In the next section we indicate 
certain features of these generalizations with some elementary examples. 
3. EXAMPLES 
As our first example, we consider the orthogonal group 0, acting on 
3-dimensional Euclidean space R3 [7]. Let S = {(I, 0, 0), (- 1, 0, 0), 
(0, 1, 0), (0, -1, 0), (0, 0, l), (0, 0, -l)} be regarded as a subset on R3. 
Let G be the subgroup of 0, which fixes S (i.e., A E G if and only if 
A E 0, and A : S + S). We regard G as a group of permutations on S 
(see [2, p. 1781). Let L = {II ,..., I,) be a set of n labels with which we are 
to label the points of S. Such a labeling is given by a function in Ls. 
Since G : S we have G : Ls in the standard manner (see Section 2). We say 
that two labeled structures are the same if they lie in the same orbit of 
G : Ls. We say that a labeled structure is of even parity if the only permuta- 
tions in G which leave the pattern of labels invariant in space are those 
which can be obtained by an even number of transpositions of labels 
(i.e., the stabilizer subgroup [7] of the structure has only even permuta- 
tions). We ask for pattern inventories [2] of labeled structures of even 
parity. 
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In particular, let w  : L -+ F be defined by ,v(&) = zi where F is the field 
of rational functions of z1 ,..., z, over the complex numbers. We wish to 
find Cvfd W(y) where d consists of only those y EA of even parity. 
Clearly we must define w  : G 3 F to be the alternating character e(c(o) = 
+l if u even, -1 if (T odd) [7]. Thus d = aGc as ‘j& c(u) = 0 if G, 
contains an odd permutation. Thus, by (13) 
Y 
(G : S is a group of order 48). 
To compute PG6 we observe that S can be regarded as A x B where 
A = (1,2,3) and B = { - 1, + l} and G can be regarded as the Kranz 
product S,[S,] where S, and S, are the symmetric groups on A and B, 
respectively (see Example 5.28, p. 178, in [2]). Let x and h be the alternating 
characters on S, and S, , respectively, and for (g, p) E S,[S,] let 
dJ5 d = x(g) &P) = x(g) Ydl)) X(q(2)) h(F(3)). 
Clearly, w  is the alternating character E on G = S,[S,]. Note that 
P&(x1 , x2 , x3) = +(x,~ - 3x,x2 + 2x3) and Pi2(x, , x2) = &(x12 - x2). 
By (25) we have 
PG( (2 zi )...) 2 zy) 
i=l i=l 
= BKps,(zl + z2 , Z12 + z2”))” 
- 3Pi,(z, + z?, I Z12 + z2”> p;,(zl” + z22, Z14 + z,“) 
+ 2p;2(z,3 + z23, Z16 + %“)I 
Note that 
P~z(Z1+...+Zn,z12+...+Zn")= c zizj 
l<i<j<n 
and for any y1 ,..., y, , 
P&(Yl + “‘+Ym,Y12+-*+Ym2,Y13+***+Ym3) 
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Thus, the desired pattern inventory is given by 
U(ZlZ2 9 ZlZ, ,*.., i;zn , w3 ,a*., LlZ,). 
If there are two labels then there are no labeled structures of even parity. 
If there are three labels then the pattern inventory is given by z,~z,~z,~. 
Thus there is one labeled structure of even parity. In this structure each 
label is used just twice (and v and --z, have opposite labels). In the case 
of four labels the pattern inventory is: z12z22z32 + z12z22z42 + z,~z,~z,~ + 
z22z32z42 + z13z2z3z4 + z,z23z3z, + z1z2z33z4 + z,z2z3z43 + 22,32,22,2, + 
2z,2z,z32z, + ~z,~~,z,z,~ + ~z,z,~~,~z, + ~~,z,~z,z,~ + ~z,z,z,~z,~. We say 
that the term z12z32z42 is of type u2b2c2, the term z,z,~z~z,~ is 01 type abc2d2, 
and the term z1zs3z3zq is of type abcd3, etc. A labeled structure of type 
abc2d2 is one with four different labels, two labels each occurring once and 
two labels each occurring twice, etc. A “type” inventory for four labels is 
given by: 4a2b2cZ + 4abcd3 + 12abc2d2. Table 1 gives “type” inventories 
for 1 L / < 10, / L 1 = 17, 18. For all other types (ab2c3, a3b3, abc4, etc.) 
there are no structures of even parity. 
TABLE 1” 
[ ] denotes the maximal type (which remains type abcdeffor j L 1 > 18) 
Ty>e\\ 3 4 
abcdef 0 0 
abcdez 0 0 
abcd3 0 4 
abc2d2 
a2b2c2 [;I ( Y1 
, 
5 6 7 8 9 10 17 18 
T  
420 
[1680] 
280 
840 
56 
- 
1260 3150 [185,640] 
[3780] [7560] [185, 6401 
504 840 9,520 
1512 2520 28,560 
84 120 680 
[278,460] 
257,040 
12,240 
36,720 
816 
a The author wishes to thank Westfield College for use of their computer (IBM 1130) 
and his wife Ann for her programming assistance on these examples. 
For our next example we consider cubes painted with two colors. Each 
face is painted red or green but not all faces need be painted. We are 
interested in the “pattern” of colors in that we identify two cubes if one 
can be gotten from the other by interchanging “red” and “green” (i.e., the 
cube with two opposite faces red and the rest green and the cube with two 
opposite faces green and the rest red are regarded as the same). We place 
such cubes at the corners of a square pivoted to rotate about its center 
(a square lazy Susan). Such a structure is aperiodic if the only rotation of 
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the square which leaves the orientation of the cubes (identified as above) 
the same in the plane is the rotation by 25-r. We obtain a pattern 
inventory for the number of aperiodic structures in terms of the total 
number of faces left blank in the structure. 
Using the notation of Section 2, let R = {red, green, blank} and let 
D = (1, 2,..., 6) denote the six faces of the cube. Let HI be the rotational 
substitution group of the cube acting as a permutation group on D 
[2, pp. 146-471. Let H, = KI x & where Kl is the symmetric group on 
{red, green} and K, = {e} on (blank}. Let MT : R -+ P be defined by w(red)= 
n(green) = 1, u(blank) = y where F is the field of rotational functions 
in y (over the complex numbers). Following de Bruijn [3] let 
pll = expiz, + 3 + z3 + *+*>, 
/'lz = exP@', + 2Z, + 2% + -..}, 
pzl = exp&w + z2y2 + z3y3 + .--I. 
Note that 
P&l > x2) = HX12 + x2), P&l) = Xl 
and 
P.Y1(xl ,..‘T XJ = & (Xl6 + 3x12xz2 + 6~1~x4 $- 6~2~ + 8xz2)[2, p. 1471. 
A tedious but elementary computation yields 
= 6 + 6y + 10~’ + 5y3 + 4y4 + y5 + y 
(see Theorem 2 in [3]). Thus there are 6 such cubes when no face is left 
blank, 6 when one face is left blank, 10 when two faces are left blank, etc. 
We must consider the group G[H] where G is the cyclic group of order 4 
permuting the four corners of the square and H = (H,; H,) is as described 
above. For any integer i we have found that 
tr TF” = 6 + 6yi + 10yzi + 5y3i + 4y4i + y5i + pi. 
To obtain only aperiodic structures in our pattern inventory we take the 
character x of G to be the four fourth roots of unity. Note that 
PGYXI , X2 , X3 , X4) = Hx14 + ix + (- 1) xe2 + (-i) x4) = $(x14 - x22). 
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Using equation (23) we have 
tr T&H] = $[(tr THW) - (tr T,W2)2] = 315 + 1296~ + 4086~~ + 8856~~ 
+ 16,269~~ + 24,408~~ + 32,361~~ + 37,140~’ + 38,646~~ 
+ 35,846~~ + 30,654~~~ + 23,712~~~ + 17,084~~~ 
+ 11,198~~~ + 6,879~~~ + 3,835~~~ + 2,010~~~ + 947yi7 
+ 420y18 + 163~~~ + 59y10 + 18yz1 + 5yz2 + y23. 
Thus, if all faces are painted there are 315 aperiodic arrays. The maximum 
number (38,646) of aperiodic arrays occurs when 8 faces are left blank. 
If 22 faces are left blank there are five aperiodic arrays as follows: 
1. Two opposite faces of one cube painted with opposite colors. 
2. Two opposite faces of one cube painted with the same color. 
3. Two adjacent faces of one cube painted with opposite colors. 
4. Two adjacent faces of one cube painted with the same color. 
5. One face each of any two cubes not diagonally opposite painted. 
This example is intended primarily as a simple example of the use of 
characters. It is intuitively clear that either side of (23) yields the desired 
combinatorial information (and hence the two sides must be equal). As 
usual, the right-hand side of (23) is far easier to compute. 
4. PROOFS 
For basic notions concerning permutation groups and multilinear 
algebra see [IO] and [6], respectively. For the vector spaces V and VHA let 
V’ and (VHA)’ denote the corresponding dual spaces. Let e, ,..., e, be a 
basis for V and let fl ,...,fr be dual to this basis. For Q! E RD let fb = 
&) 0 **. Of=(d) . Recall that for y E RD the stabilizer subgroup 
K, C ker w o C W(U) f O(w : k -+ F is a character of degree one). 
DEK), 
The following lemma is of basic importance in what follows: 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 E 0” V’ be such that for at most one basis vector 
e, E gd V, a: E RD, l(e,) = 0. Let T, be defined by (I). Then, for y E RD, 
U”(e,)) = 44 ‘,?,I 44 = 44 -+/ &d 
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if y and CY. = uy, u E K, are in the same K-orbit and KY C ker w  (or equi- 
valently K, C ker w). Otherwise Z(T,(e,,)) = 0. 
Remarks. Note that I K, I = j K, 1 since KY and K, are conjugate. 
By taking I to be any element in the dual basis {fm : (II E RD} to the basis 
{e, : 01 E R”} we see that T,(e,) # 0 o KY C ker w. If LX = ay then 
clearly K, C ker w  o K,- C ker w  since Km and KY are conjugate in K and 
ker w  C K is normal. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We have uy = 01 o P(u) e, = ear . But P(u) e, = 
e, implies that T,(e,)) = w(u) T,(e,). Thus 
KT&,>) = 44 UdeJ) = , K, ,EK ~ C W(T) Z(e,,J. 
But Z(e,J # 0 only if 701 = 01 or T E K, . Thus 
But C,a, W(T) = 1 K, / if K, C ker w  and zero otherwise. One may 
easily check that Z(Z”,(e,,)) = 0 if 01 and y are not in the same K orbit. 
To prove Theorem 1 note that, for each 01 E F, 
Thus (5) follows immediately from (3) and (4). Clearly E* = {T,(e,,):y ERR} 
spans range TK . For each OL E RD there exists u E K and y E d such that 
P(u)eU = e, and hence T,(e,) = w(u) TK(e,,). Thus Q = (T,(e,) : y E A> 
spans range T, . By the remark following Lemma 1 we note that TK(e,) # 0 
if and only if KY C ker w  or equivalently y E 6. Thus Q* = {T,(e,,) : y ~a} 
spans range TK . To show that Q* is a basis for range TK suppose that 
c vs~ a,T,(e,,) = 8 (zero vector). For o( E 2, 
Thus, a, = 0 for all 01 E if, so Q* is linearly independent. Each TK(e,), 
y E 2, is clearly an eigenvector of TK and of TxW. For each TKoL, 
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Since TKw = OaeF rxTKa, we have tr TKw = xepF 01 tr T,” = zmsF n,ol = 
XV.2 W(y). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The next lemma relates the stabilizer subgroups of G[H], G, and HA. 
LEMMA 2. Let 01 E RAXB and let rpO = 01, 01~ E (A,#, 7 E HA. Then 
I G[H], I = I GE0 I I HmA I and G[H], C ker w if and only if GWO C ker x 
and HmA C ker X. 
Proof. Assume first that a: E (A,)A. G : (A,)A so G, is well defined. 
Let (g, sp) E G[H]. Then (g, cp)a = cy. if and only if, for all i, 
9)(g-l(i)) a(g-l(i), *) = cl!(i, .). 
But q(g-r(i)) E H and c&r(i), .) = a(i;). But v(g-r(i)) E H and a@‘(i);) 
and a(i, .) E A, . Thus a(g-l(i), .) = a(i, .) for all i. Thus g E G, and 
y(g-l(i)) E H,ci,.) for all i or g, 0 g-l E H,“. Hence (g, ~)a = cy. if and only 
if g E G, and y 0 g-l E HuA. Thus 
So we see that trCLHI, w # 0 if and only if tr, x # 0 and tr& x # 0. 
Thus G[H], C ker w if and only if G, C ker x and HmA C ker A. a 
For arbitrary 01, G[Hl, C ker w if and only if GIHmO C ker w, 
GIHIEO C ker w if and only if GM, C ker x and H$ C ker A. But H: C ker x 
if and only if HmA C ker 1. Here we use that GIHIIy and GIHIEO are con- 
jugate in G[H], HaA and HfO are conjugate in HA, and ker w C G[H] 
and ker x C HA are normal. The fact that j G[H], I = I Gm, I I HEA I 
follows trivially from the above discussion. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2. For 01 E RAXB we define.f,c,,., = 
.L(M) 0 *** Oh.~) and L = .h,.) 0 .** OLW where h. ,...,A are 
defined above. We may regardf, as either an element of 0” ( VHA)’ or gab V’. 
We use the notation e$,., = TH(eyci,.)) and e,*,,,., 0 ..* @ e;(,,., = e,,* = 
T&e,). We regard G and HA as subgroups of G[H] in the obvious way. 
Note that for 01 E RAXB, v E HWA * q(i) E H,ci,.) , i = I,..., a. Thus 
I HsA I = Lit, I &a,.,l. 
To prove Theorem 2 consider fa(r,T,,~(e,J) for arbitrary o(, /3 E RAXB. 
Let [B = /3,, , /3,, E (AH)A, 6 E HA. By Lemma 1, fu(eO*) = 0 unless 01, 
& are in the same HA-orbit and HzA C ker A. If ~a,, = a, g, E HA, 
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01~ E (A,)A then o(, &, are in the same HA-orbit o 01~ = & . Thus f- is 
non-zero on at most one basis vector e,*, of range THY = 0” VHA. Thus we 
may again apply Lemma 1 with V = I’,, K = G, w = x, I = fU to 
obtain f,(T,(e$)) = 0 unless Go, C ker x and 01~ = gp, for some g E G, 
in which case 
.tXT&$,)) = x(g) # .L(ea*,) 
which again equals zero unlessf,(e,$ # 0 which happens (by Lemma 1) 
only if H,“, C ker 1 or equivalently HmA C ker A. In this case 
Recall that e, * = x(0 es*, . Also x(g) %d &3 = w(e, Y) 4s 4 o(e, 6) = 
w(g, ~9 where (g, #>B = a. By Lemma 2 ( GeO ( j HUA / = / GIHIE(. Thus 
fa(TJ’4ed = 4g, ~4 I G[Hl, I I G[HIl 
if (g, 4(I)/? = a: and G&, C ker x (equivalent to G8, C ker x) and HEA C ker A. 
Otherwisef,(T,T,a(e,)) = 0. But by Lemma 2 this becomes 
l GWI, I h(TJ’d4) = 4g, #I-- I Wfll (26) 
if /3 and a: = (g, $)>B are in the same G[H]-orbit and GIHlb C ker w and 
f,(T,T,,(e,)) = 0 otherwise. 
Finally, however, by applying Lemma 1 directly we obtain 
if (3 and 01 = (g, #)p are in the same G[H]-orbit and GIHla C ker w and 
fn(TcrHl(es)) = 0 otherwise. 
Thus the two operators TccHl and TGTH~ are the same since by equations 
(26) and (27) we see that they agree on the basis {e. : /3 t RAXB} of Y. 
For any p E RAXB let 58 = PO E (dH)A. T&e,*) = x(c) T&e;> = 
Q(P,J k3 T&z) = Q(P) T&b*) = fi(Pl Tided = C&&d. Thus 
Tc?‘THA - T& which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Note Added in Proof 
We remark that in this paper we defined the operators as acting on 
tensor product spaces. The only structure of these spaces used in this 
paper is the special structure of the bases. An alternative approach would 
be to have the operators act on an arbitrary vector space and assume that 
the bases have whatever special structure is needed. In this way the nota- 
tion required is simplified. One may then reintroduce the tensor spaces for 
applications such as in [12]. 
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